











Tobacco use among youth is not a new concept.[i] However, today's youth are swapping Marlboro 
Reds for Juul pods and lighters for USB chargers.[ii] Vaping has become so popular with teens that 
it has been dubbed a health epidemic.[iii] In a push to deal with this problem, the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) is slated to decide by September 9th, 2021, whether to ban or limit the sale 
of flavored e-cigarettes entirely.[iv] The FDA previously limited sales to only fruit and mint-flavored 
vape products.[v] These regulations are highly contentious, with those against the ban arguing that 
vaping provides a healthier alternative to smoking, contributing to public health.[vi] On the other 
side, parents, schools, and even youth themselves who are seeing the spike in teen vaping firsthand 
are blaming the large conglomerates, claiming the harmful vape companies intentionally market to 
young consumers.[vii] Both camps are bringing their arguments in courts in attempts to influence 
the availability of e-cigarettes.[viii] 
Those within the vaping industry, including Juul partly owned by tobacco stalwart Altria contest the 
FDA’s power to regulate the products among other claims of their inappropriate marketing and 
public health benefits.[ix] In 2009, Congress gave the FDA authority to regulate any new “tobacco-
derived” products.[x] In 2016, the FDA limited the largely unregulated e-cigarettes in the same way 
as other tobacco products; no sales to minors, no advertising the products as safer than smoking or 
as a smoking cessation device.[xi] The Supreme Court declined to hear a challenge brought by a 
Mississippi vape store called Big Time Vapes, Inc. and the United States Vaping Association.[xii] 
They claimed that the 2009 Tobacco Control Act which empowered the FDA to regulate the 
industry was unconstitutional because its broad discretion violates the principle that Congress 
cannot delegate legislative authority without specific supervision.[xiii] These pro-vaping advocates 
staunchly assert vaping is a public health benefit for providing a smoking alternative and that their 
practices do not target minors purposefully.[xiv]
Conversely, others advocate the importance of stricter FDA regulations in fighting the youth vaping 
epidemic.[xv] In 2019, the North Carolina attorney general filed suit against vaping titan Juul 
alleging its marketing targeted minors.[xvi] The suit ended in a $40 million settlement set to be paid 
to the state to fund programs for quitting and preventing addiction to e-cigarettes.[xvii] North 
Carolina was the first state to file suit.[xviii] However, now Juul is embroiled with multidistrict 
litigation brought by school districts, Native tribes, and municipal governments claiming the 
marketing to specific groups was purposeful.[xix] In new survey data, about two-thirds of Americans 
agree that there should be  tighter e-cigarette regulations.[xx] More than a third of Kentucky’s 
middle and high school students responded to a survey indicating they believe the pandemic has 
increased their peers’ e-cigarette use.[xxi] However, with over 70 percent of surveyed Kentucky 
youth in favor of local tobacco control, Senator Julie Raque Adams and Representative Kim Moser 
filed bills during the recent legislative session to take back control over tobacco laws for local 
Kentucky communities.[xxii]
Ultimately the decision comes down to whether vape pens have public health benefits. The Covid-
19 pandemic that ravaged American’s respiratory health is at the forefront of all decision-making, 
making it more imperative than ever for the FDA to expeditiously regulate e-cigarettes to protect 
America’s youth from facing health issues for years to come.[xxiii] 
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